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Spectacular ranch on approx. 4,915 acres. Two  
gorgeous, main homes are built from logs.  They 
both enjoy an in-ground heated pool surrounded by 
a large custom deck; an area for grand cookouts, 
and phenomenal panoramic views all the way to Mt. 
Lassen. Besides this, the ranch is fully set-up for 
cattle, horses and hunting, plus there is a managers 
home and a hunters cabin. The abundant water in-
cludes the year-around Cow Creek, as well as 
springs and reservoirs.  Watch the video on http://
ranchagent.com/ranch/cow-creek-ranch-4915-acres   
$7,995,000 

Beautiful & Spacious 94 +/- acres enjoy privacy and proximity to 
the Trinity River. Two homes, excellent hunting, substantial mar-
ketable timber, abundant water, very large pond, creek irrigation 
rights, fenced orchard with 6 different varieties of fruit trees and 
outbuildings for your tools, hobbies or toys. One of the homes 
utilized the original iconic red barn and still retains the amazing 
open beam barrel ceilings.  The ranch is located close enough to 
town to be convenient and with enough spacious acreage for the 
privacy you crave!   This has been in one family for many        
decades, and now is available for your generations of memories.  
$1,495,000 

PANORAMIC VIEW HOME   Trinity County, CA 

Been dreaming of someday living where nature and privacy     
surround you?  With room to hunt and play, and some extra bed-
rooms for friends or family to visit?  This 4 bedroom, 2 bath cus-
tom home on 24 acres has phenomenal views and was built to 
enjoy them, with large windows, a Master balcony and a large 
main deck.  The acreage is comprised of 4 separate legal parcels 
and includes small ponds plus a one-acre catfish pond.  The    
owner will consider selling just the home on 5 acres for $450,000, 
or enjoy it all for $799,000. 

COW CREEK RANCH 
Shasta County, CA 

SNOWLINE RANCH 
Trinity County, CA 

HAWKINS BAR RANCHETTE 
Trinity County, CA 

This is a 106 +/-  acre gentleman’s working ranch, which enjoys a 
private setting that backs up to US Forest Service land, for great 
hunting.  The amazing 2 bedroom, 2 bath home has been         
designed to drink in the panoramic views, with a large, vaulted, 
open-beam, octagonal living room, vista windows and a wrap-
around view deck.  Other features: Nice guest home; a large barn 
with 4 horse stalls; an arena; cattle chutes & squeeze; pasture & 
more.  Much of the equipment is included.  MOTIVATED SELLER.  
This is a great opportunity! Watch the video: ranchchagent.com/
ranch/106-acre-snowline-ranch-trinity-county       $1,299,000 
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

Hello SFBA Friends and Family, 

The year once again started off with a big bang as 
the convention season begins right after the first of 
the year and goes non-stop for almost 60 days! That 
includes the annual SCI Hunters Convention, the 
Shot Show, Dallas Safari Club, Sheep Show, and 
so many others — so many that it’s often hard to 
find time to get out in the field or on the water!  But 
fishing, pheasants, and ducks are on my mind in 
spring time. So it is for many others as you’ll see 
from the photos in this issue! 

After many volunteer hours, the annual Greater Bay 
Area Fundraiser was again a great success for our conservation activities right here in the Bay Area. Jointly 
hosted together with the Golden Gate Chapter, we hosted just over 300 people. For those that volunteered 
to help make this such a successful event, I sincerely thank you for the hard work, long hours, and good 
laughs along the way. For those that attended, thank YOU – you are what makes the fundraiser a success. 
This fundraiser supports all the work that we do throughout the year — the youth programs, our veteran’s 
program, conservation activities, our support in education through AWLS and other programs are all possible 
only because of you and your support at the fundraiser.  If you missed it, you missed a good time — see some 
of the photos on pages 17-18 and add March 2, 2019 to your digital calendar now!

Coming up we’ll be having the annual Wild Game and Awards dinner on May 20th — another one of our 
family-friendly fun events. If you think this is just another old awards program, you would be so wrong! Bring 
the family and join the group as we share memories of the year behind and look forward to the year ahead. 
See page 23-25 for more information. Register, send in your photos, and nominate a worthy chapter member 
for their good works throughout the years!

One of the most important aspects of any club is being together with people who enjoy the same thing you do 
and for us that’s hunting and fishing. We have two chapter hunts this year that are fully booked — we have a 
waiting list for the Castro Valley pig hunt with Josh Peixoto. And our Wyoming Tim Reich deer hunt has a full 
slate of chapter members too. A really good story about hunting at the Wyoming Tim Reich ranch is written 
by 15 year old Diego Bermejo — see page 29. 

Speaking of hunting and fishing, when was the last time you did NOT take a photo of your successful hunt 
or big fish on the line? Most cell phones these days take photos reasonable for inclusion in the newsletter and 
it’s easy to send it to the newsletter once you have it in the phone! You can text photos to 650-409-6005 or 
email them to bev@safariclub-sfbay. org. I’ll be looking for yours in the next newsletter! 

Would you like to get more involved in the Chapter? A new Board will be elected in June. The more active you 
are in an organization, the more you will get out of it. If you are interested, contact me and let’s talk!  

Don’t forget to stay involved by visiting the chapter website and join our Facebook page. 

Robbie Lawson, 

President,

SCI San Francisco Bay Area Chapter  
mogombo1@yahoo.com, 650.504.3400 
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2017 – 2018 BOARD

President Elect: Cathie Nelson

Past President Dwight OrtmannTreasurer Jim Peters

President Robert Lawson Vice President Tomas Bermejo

Secretary Paul Williamson

BOARD MEMBERS

Buck Buchanan · Glenn Chrisman · Michael Davidson · Tom Enberg · Bob Keagy · Larry Lundberg · Richard Pierce
· Jeana Rolsky-Feige · Tom Mattusch · Diane Sheardown, Sables President

Would you like to get involved? Join the Board! 
Interested members are being identified for the coming Board of Directors election. Board members have two year terms. The Board 
routinely meets ten times per year (monthly except December and either January or February). Meeting dates are the third Thursday of 
the month unless notified otherwise. Routine business is also conducted via email when circumstances require. If you would like to:

• Guide the future of hunting in the Bay Area and California
• Participate in decision-making for planning and implementation of conservation projects
• Help set priorities in terms of youth education and activities
• Have a better understanding of Safari Club International
• Become a leader for any of the on-going projects and fundraising 

For more information, email Dwight (dwight@bealsmartin.com) or Rob (mogumbo1@yahoo.com).  
Or contact the office at 650-627-7601 (phone / fax) or email Beverly (bev@safariclub-sfbay.org).
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SPECIAL NOTICE

The contents and opinions expressed in Base Camp are those of the writers and do not necessarily reflect the 
views of the Safari Club International San Francisco Bay Area Chapter or the general membership. Information 
and articles in this newsletter are intended to inform the members about chapter activities and present various 
viewpoints and issues of general interest. Base Camp, however, cannot verify or be responsible for the accuracy  
of statements made in the articles and columns written by the newsletter staff or guest authors. 

CIRCULATION AND ADVERTISING POLICY

BECOME A FAN! 
If you are on Facebook, become a FAN  
of SCI-SFBay now to get the latest breaking  
news first. Just look for Safari Club - SF Bay.

You can also become a FAN of SCI National.  
Just enter SCI in the Facebook search box  
and join. 

Chapter Officers

President ....................................Robert Lawson
President Elect ............................ Cathie Nelson
Vice President ........................... Tomas Bermejo 
Secretary .................................. Paul Williamson 
Treasurer ........................................... Jim Peters 
Past President ......................... Dwight Ortmann

Board of Directors

Awards Dinner  ...........................Robert Lawson
Base Camp Editor........................Beverly Valdez 
Budget Committee ...........................  Jim Peters
Conservation ........................... Dwight Ortmann
Crab Feed ........................................Tom Enberg
Cubs ............................................. Ed Buchanan
Education ...............................Diane Sheardown
BBQ & Shoot ..................................... Jim Peters
Fundraiser Chair .........................Robert Lawson 
Fundraiser Financial Liaison .............. Jim Peters
Humanitarian ............................  Mike Davidson
Legislative .........................................Bob Keagy 
Marketing & PR .......................... Richard Pierce
Membership .................................Tom Mattusch 
Veteran’s Activities...................Glenn Chrisman
Sables ....................................Diane Sheardown 
Chapter Administrator .................Beverly Valdez

Chairpersons

Past Presidents’ Council

Business Ads
Full page, 4x per year:  ....... $350 
Half page, 4x per year:  ...... $200 
Quarter page, 4x per year:  ...$75 
Business card, 4x per year:  ..$35 

Supporter Listing, 4x per year:
Bronze  .....................................$25
Silver  ........................................$35
Gold  .........................................$50

We have added several new categories of ads 
for individuals so that you can show your 
support for this award-winning newsletter!

• All ads run for one year, (four issues) printed in black and white. 

• Special pricing for color pages is available by contacting the editor. 

• Advertisers must submit electronic artwork to the Chapter Office 
 10 days before submission deadline. 

• Business card size ads for members for sale of personal property  
 such as sporting equipment or clothing will be accepted. There 
 are no fees for these ads and they will be run for a single issue  
 only unless resubmitted for additional issues. Must follow all  
 guidelines for submission.

Spring 2018

Buck Buchanan
Glenn Chrisman
Michael Davidson
Tom Enberg
Jeana Rolsky-Feige

Bob Keagy
Larry Lundberg
Tom Mattusch
Richard Pierce
Diane Sheardown, Sables

Dwight Ortmann ....................................... 14-15
Tom Mattusch...........................................10-13
Dwight Ortmann .......................................06-10
Jim Peters ................................................ 05-06
Ilah Uhl (deceased) ................................. 04-05
Stanford Atwood ...................................... 03-04
Tomas Bermejo .........................................02-03
Mike Nice ..................................................01-02
Bill Gouin ..................................................00-01
Ilah Uhl (deceased) ................................. 99-00
Glenn Chrisman ........................................98-99
Gabe Tabib ...............................................97-98
Dean Miller (deceased) ............................96-97
George Cobb .............................................95-96
Joe Bullock ...............................................94-95
John Peterson (deceased) ........................93-94
Al Lawson (deceased) ..............................92-93
Brenton Scott ...........................................91-92
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One of 6 youth hunters at Pato  
Loco, all limited out by 7:30 am. 
Aidan Lockard

Buck Buchanan and Cubs  
pheasant hunt.

Jim Gilletti went out on the inaugural 
petrale sole trip on the Huli Cat.  Jim 
caught petrale sole and sand dabs.

7 year old Alice Weibe first big game hunting with dad!

Pamela, Skylar, Natalie and Stan Atwood at Arrow Five 

CALENDAR OF EVENTS 2018

May 12–13, 2018 
Chapter pig hunt, Castro Valley

May 20, 2018
Wild Game Awards and Banquet, 5pm - 8pm,  
Three Flames Restaurant, San Jose

August 26, 2018
Annual BBQ and Shoot, Coyote Valley Sporting Clays

November 10–15, 2018
Chapter deer hunt, Wyoming
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Larry Lundberg – Nice boar taken in May last year on the 
Indian Creek Ranch just north of Paso Robles.

This is a typical morning of my annual trip to Nebraska. 
Pictured is my hunting partner Lance Picolin from 
Pennsylvania, Nate Swanson the manager/guide of Hunt 
Nebraska and Larry Lundberg.

Ben Harrison with Texas exotic Fallow and Texas Whitetail. Hunting with L&L Adventures.

I first discovered HuntNebraskaInc. at the SCI convention 
15 years ago and have been going annually ever since. We 
hunt birds in the morning and muzzleload whitetails in the 
evening. They are great hosts and the pictures speak to the 
quality of their hunting.

Glenn Chrisman with Texas Whitetail.
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Larry Lundberg – Yenta River silver 
salmon in Alaska with McDougal Lodge 
and SCI members Tom Zenahlik and Jim 
Dennison from Idaho and Dennis Baker 
from Modesto.

Hastings Island Pheasant Hunt - Rich 
Phipps and Frank Cambra

Rich Phipps with Father-son newbiesLarry Lundberg at Briarwood Hunt  
Club in November. Purchased at the 
fundraiser!

Larry Lundberg – King salmon from June 
of last year taken on the Nushagak River 
in Alaska with Rainbow King Lodge

Larry Lundberg – Seward, Alaska trip in 
August with my friends Dennis Baker of 
Modesto and Mark Bell of Morgan Hill 
fishing with J Dock and staying at the 
Grande Alaska Lodge
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Northern California
Youth Outdoor Day
Sunday, June 10, 2018
9am - Noon
Cozzolino Park in
Half Moon Bay

FREE Admission
    FREE Lunch
        Free Activities

Get outside!  Enjoy learning about falconry, duck calls, identifying 
animals, working with retriever dogs, and construction of wooden duck 
boxes (will be installed and used in local projects around Half Moon Bay).  
Enhance your skills in fly tying and casting, and practice air rifle and archery.

Cozzolino Park is located on Hwy 92 just minutes from Interstate 
280 and only two miles East of downtown Half Moon Bay.

Arrive early to begin the day by learning something 
new. Finish up with a gourmet hot dog for lunch then you 
have the rest of the day to enjoy!

9:00am - Noon Sunday June 10, 2018

RSVP or questions to James Grant at prgc@sbcglobal.net 
or phone 415-830-2991

Cozzolino
Park

To Highway 280

Rob Lawson
mogombo1@yahoo.com

Ca Bonded/Licensed #12110

Deer
Hogs
Pheasants

Ducks
Geese
Trout

www.lawsonswildlifeadventures.com
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Day 6 Continued 

Well, right at last light on Day 6 I had 
just gotten a great wildebeeste. At 240 
yards the wildebeeste were getting 
antsy so I took the shot and was 
successful. There was pandemonium 
as the herd exploded into action but 
I kept track of my wildebeeste in the 
chaos as he slowed and eventually 
goes down. 

We quickly get to the wildebeeste 
and position him for photo shoot. 
The lighting is poor but the back lit 
skyline is showing vivid red, orange 
and purple hue colors. Getting the 
huge beast off this rocky slope in 
the dark was an adventure and, 
eventually, we called in the cavalry – 
the land owner with a 4x4 truck. 

After dropping the animal off at the 
skinning shed, I was back at the 
Winborough Guest House to gear 
up for the night hunt for cats. As 
it’s going to be very cold I put on 
so many layers that I looked like 
an overstuffed Michelin Man. Carl 
laughs at me but I said, “at least I’ll 
be warm!” 

For the cat hunt I am borrowing 
an over/under shotgun from H.W. 
Now, as every time in the past I have 
rented or borrowed a gun for a hunt, 
they turn out to be a piece of junk. 
And this shotgun is no exception. It 
belonged to H.W.’s father, looks to be 
a German over/under 12 gauge that 
barely survived the war. The wrist is 
wrapped with copper wire and black 
electrical tape. He mentions the lower 
firing pin sticks and I may have to 
push it back in to close the action, 
isn’t that just peachy keen! I check it 
out and can push the firing pin back 
in with my finger, at least the safety 
and action release lever function. 

Carl and I stand in the back of the 
4X4 pickup bed, I rest the shotgun 
on the padded roll bar, and H.W. 
hands Carl a million-candlepower 
spot light with a red lens. H.W. will 
be driving us through various parts 
of his ranch where there are known 
cats that are killing his game animals, 
specifically springbuck. There’s one 
caracal cat that has been killing a 
springbuck a week. He knows where 
the springbuck carcass is that the cat 
has been feeding on for three days. 
He suspects the cat will come back to 
finish off the last of the meat. 

We drive a mile or so and go through 
the gate in the same paddock where 
we just shot the black wildebeest 
earlier. We are driving cross country 
with Carl shining the light about 
trying to catch the glow of eyes in the 
dark. About 20 minutes into the drive 
Carl stops the light at the base of the 
tree 30 yards out and says “Shoot! 
Shoot! at the base of the tree.” I don’t 
see anything but the red light at the 
base of the tree – but he’s insistent 
there’s a cat there. 

So, I fire, shoot the second barrel, and 
reload. The cat is moving about but I 
don’t see anything. I open the action 
and eject the shells trying to push 
the firing pins back in with my finger, 
they don’t budge -- the temperature 
has dropped to 30° Fahrenheit and 
the pins are sticking. It takes a couple 
different attempts before I am able 

to load two more shells and Carl 
tells me to shoot again at the base of 
the tree. I fire two more rounds and 
everybody is jubilant. 

I still haven’t seen anything that 
I’m shooting at other than a red 
spot at the base of the tree -- the 
red light is affecting my vision in 
some strange way. Once again I go 
through the antics of pushing the 
firing pins back in and reloading. We 
all walk up to the base of the tree to 
find a monstrous serval cat. H.W. is 
complementing me on shooting such 
a fine big serval “they’re really hard to 
come by,” he says. 

The cat is very old and his teeth are a 
bit worn down in addition to his body 
being gaunt, you can feel his ribs 
and hip bones, and his hindquarters 
are hollowed out. It appears that he 
has been starving or maybe sick or 
injured although we couldn’t find any 
evidence of injuries. This is a cat that 
would’ve never survived the winter 
and he looked like he was on the last 
of his nine lives. I pick the cat up and 
we moved to an open area to take 
some photos. 

Even though it’s very cold out we all 
seem a bit warmer now. We get back 
into the truck and drive on, Carl is 
saying “it’s cold, it’s really cold,” but 
he never complains. I feel for him 
as I can feel the cold just barely 
penetrating my layer of armor. The 
temp gauge in the truck says it’s 30° 
and we have a 10 mile an hour breeze 
blowing which takes the wind chill to 
about 21°, it is testing our resolve to 
keep focused on the task at hand. 

We start off again with H.W. driving 
and Carl panning the light looking 
for the reflection of eyes. Thirty cold 
minutes go by and we approach the 

AFRICAN SAFARI SUCCESS AFTER SORROW, PART 2 – BY BUCK BUCHANAN
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springbok carcass the caracal killed. 
Thirty-five yards from the kill site 
Carl paints the carcass with the red 
spotlight. Instructing me to shoot just 
above the horns of the springbuck. I 
can see the head of the springbuck 
but no cat, I look Carl straight in 
the eye and ask him are you sure 
you want me to shoot that close to 
the springbuck? “Yes.” “But what if 
I hit the springbuck,” I ask. “JUST 
SHOOT!” BOOM! “Shoot again!” 
BOOM! “Reload and shoot again, the 
cat is still moving!” I ejected the shells 
and – Murphy’s Law – again had 
problems with the firing pins. “Shoot 
just to the left of the springbuck 
horns.” BOOM! “Shoot again.” 
BOOM! “Alright he’s down for good. 
Reload again and we’ll follow up,” and 
finally I’ve got it down pat so it takes 
only a moment to reload. 

We hop out the truck and move up 
to the springbuck carcass. There is a 
huge monstrous caracal cat laying in 
the grass. H.W. goes crazy telling us 
that nobody, nobody has ever killed 
2 cats much less 2 monster cats in 
one night, it just doesn’t happen that 
way. “You were one lucky SOB. You 
just don’t know what you have just 
done you were so, so lucky.” We are 
all euphoric over what we have just 
accomplished, H.W. is still babbling 
and Carl and I hug each other and look 
up at the sky and take the in moment. 

The sky is clear and full of stars, the 
air is crisp and cold, and we just 
savior the moment. We barely feel the 
cold; at least I don’t. Carl’s cheeks are 
rosy red but he says he is doing fine; 
our blood is pumping. I picked the 
cat up and move him away from the 
springbok carcass over to the front of 
the truck to take some photos. 

It’s very difficult to hold this cat up by 

the hind feet at shoulder level as the 
front feet just barely clear the ground. 
This is really a big cat, it’s all I can do 
to hold him up for a dozen pictures. 
Carl and I posed together holding the 
cat. We lay the two cats side-by-side 
and take a few pictures, they are about 
the same size in length but not in 
body mass. Photos taken, we get back 
into the truck and drive about looking 
for more eyes. We move up the slope 
a bit in the direction of where we shot 
the black wildebeeste, air temperature 
drops a few more degrees as the air is 
getting foggy and feels damp. Carl is 
starting to turn a bit blue so we decide 
to call it a night as, after all, it’s been a 
very successful hunt. 

The caracal weighed 29 pounds and 
the serval 19, the serval should have 
also weighed about 29 lbs if he was 
in good health. His pelt looks good 
and should make a fine addition to 
my trophy display. 

Day 7

We are up early with a nice hearty 
breakfast, gear loaded, and back 
with H.W. learning how to get to the 
hunting area that has red lechwe. He 
told us there is a very nice red lechwe 
in a specific paddock. It didn’t take 
us very long to find him over in the 
corner of the paddock. In open rolling 
grassland and no cover, Carl and I 
bunched up close together and walked 
hunched over fashion to throw as 

little profile as possible. We walk this 
way for about 500 yards at a 45° angle 
to the lechwe then zig back to 250 
yards. The lechwe is on its feet about 
to flee as I set the tall shooting sticks 
up. I took the shot, heard the bullet 
strike, landed a bit too far back and he 
moved off 300 yards and stopped with 
us in close pursuit. The second shot 
was on its mark. We posed the animal 
for photos but it was a challenge not 
having a fence or windmill in the 
frame. This is the first time I felt I 
was hunting in a high fence game 
ranch even though the lechwe had 
2000 plus acres to roam. It’s only 
two hours into the day as we drop the 
lechwe off at the skinning shed. 

We check in with H.W. about where to 
find common reedbuck. He directs us 
over to the far end of the ranch where 
there’s a major river course through 
that specific paddock. We entered the 
paddock and walk 300 yards and spy 
a common reedbuck under a bush 
but decided it wasn’t what we are 
looking for so we continued following 
the river for about half a mile. We 
saw several more reedbuck across the 
river but we were looking for a special 
animal. We came upon a reedbuck 
bedded down in the reeds, we could 
only see the head and neck at about 
60 yards. He looks pretty good so 
we set up the shooting sticks I’m on 
the ready. Carl’s whistling, trying to 
get the reedbuck to stand up to no 
avail. He finds a few rocks and tosses 
them but the reedbuck just ignores 
us. There’s no way to approach closer 
without spooking him from his bed. 
After 10 minutes the reedbuck lays 
his head down on the ground and the 
game is over. 

We backtrack half a mile cross the 
river and follow its banks back 
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towards the sleeping reedbuck. As 
we are getting close, a huge reedbuck 
jumps out of the reeds and runs off a 
hundred yards and stops looking back 
over its shoulder. Quickly Carl sets the 
sticks up, I’m sighted on the animal’s 
shoulder, BOOM! and down he goes. 
We approach him and Carl lifts his 
head WOW! what a magnificent 
reedbuck. We physically carry him 
out of the reeds and set up for a few 
photographs. It’s a long carry to 
where we could get the truck near 
a pick-up point. Thinking to myself 
glad this is only a 100-pound animal! 

Editor’s note: Buck let us know that the 

reedbuck measures SCI gold on horn 

length alone!

Back at the Winborough Guest House 
for lunch we make plans for a possible 
afternoon nyala hunt. I told Carl I 
would be interested in a cull nyala if 
one was available as I needed a cape to 
mount a previous nyala I shot in 1996. 
After all of us agreed to the hunt, we 
set off to find a suitable candidate. 

We found what we are looking for 
and set up the shooting sticks; it was 
a bit of a longshot at 280 yards. The 
cross hairs were not all that steady 
when the shot broke. The nyala ran 
off several hundred yards and stopped, 
we stalk to within 150 yards and with 
the second shot we were done. The 
first shot was too low and far forward 

– it broke a leg and ripped the brisket 
part of the cape between both legs. 
Murphy’s law struck again. Hopefully 
my taxidermist can work his magic 
and make things work out for the best. 

Day 8

This is a travel day; to get back to the 
hunting lodge is a good long 5-hour 
drive. Once back we prepare for an 

evening hunt by taking a long nap 
and having an early dinner. Then we 
go back to the blind site where I shot 
the honey badger. 

Around 8pm, the genet has arrived. 
He sneaks in behind a large chunk 
of bait the size of a basketball. He’s 
gnawing on the meat with only his 
head showing. He’s very nervous as 
he lifts his head looking about for 
danger, that would be us or the honey 
badgers that are frequently eating at 
this bait site. He scurries off into the 
bush, we can see bits and pieces of 
him through the trees. 

Carl says to get ready as we can see 
him slinking back towards the bait. I 
follow him with the scope and take the 
shot. He disappears in a flash, not a 
good sign. We go to follow-up, looking 
for signs of a hit and find where the 
bullet hit a tree behind where the 
genet was standing. A few drops of 
blood lead off into the bush and down 
into the creek bed. We track the blood 
trail for 100 yards and find him sitting 
on a rock facing away from us. He’s 
a beautiful marked cat but at 15 yards 
I am hesitant to take the shot. We 
watch him for several minutes before 
he scampers off into the high grass. 
We follow but lose the blood trail after 
about 50 yards or so. We mark the 
spot to follow up tomorrow morning. 
Looks like a job for the specially 
trained cat-tracking dogs. My spirits 
are a bit low but I have confidence in 

the ability of the dogs to find the genet 
cat tomorrow morning. 

Day 9

Today we will try to follow-up on the 
genet that I shot and wounded last 
night so it’s an early morning. Carl, 
Innocent and I are on a mission 
to retrieve the genet. We all had a 
positive mindset; I knew we would 
find the cat. 

We checked in at Jako’s game ranch 
headquarters then we left for the bait 
site. We went directly to the last blood 
sighting that we had marked the 
night before. Carl and Innocent are 
trying to interpret the blood trail as to 
which way the cat had gone. I stood 
guard over the last drop of blood and 
let Carl and Innocent work out the 
hard details. They worked in different 
directions going roughly 100 yards 
each until it became futile to know 
where the cat had really gone. 

We called it a morning; we rattle 
and vibrate over the washboard road 
beating up the truck, and us, to have 
some breakfast, rehydrate and to 
collect a pack of dogs. 

After breakfast, we chose three dogs 
named Socky, Coda, and Jessica. Dante’ 
is going to be our dog handler; two of 
the dogs have shock collars on but not 
Socky who will not hunt if collared. 
These are Jack Russell Terriers of 
about 15 pounds. Small tough little 
dogs and their specialty is cats. 

We let the dogs loose on the trail 
towards the last sighting of blood and 
then the pursuit was on, dogs working 
the scent in the direction that we 
believe the cat headed. We can hear 
Dante whistling and calling to the dogs, 
who were chasing about following 
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different little trails trying to sort out 
the cats’ path. We followed and tried to 
keep the dogs and Dante in sight and 
then the dogs started barking. 

Carl, in front of me, was off in a 
flash with me following as fast as I 
could run in the sand at breakneck 
speed dodging and ducking under 
tree branches that were snagging 
and tearing at my clothes. The dogs 
went into a definite cat-dog fight with 
barking, yipping and snarling 50 
yards down the trail. Well it turned 
out to be a big badger fighting off the 
three dogs! 

The badger was surrounded by three 
dogs darting in and out, attacking 
face on. The fight was on, biting, 
nipping, yaps, snarls, growls in a 
cloud of dust and flying fur! The 
badger was holding his ground 
not backing down. Dante and Carl 
were screaming at the top of their 
lungs in African trying to pull the 
dogs off. There was no thought of 
stepping in to try to pull the dogs 
off; the badger would have attacked 
them, chewed them up and spit them 
out in a heartbeat. With the dogs 
pulled back and under control the 
badger scampered towards the brush 
but first charged Dante, who back 
pedaled out of his way. 

We checked the dogs for damage 
but there appeared to be nothing of 
significance other than probably a 
few puncture wounds and no blood; 
that’s a very good thing. We backtrack 
to the last blood sighting again and 
proceeded to follow the dogs towards 
a steep rocky outcropping. The 
dogs are working out the scent trail 
moving higher and higher into the 
rocks. We are climbing massive rock 
boulders hand-over-foot, slithering 
up and trying not to fall off the face of 

the mountain. Everyone outdistanced 
me but I was right on their heels, 
being cautious so as not to get 
injured falling off a cliff face.

The dogs caught up with the genet 
and roughed him up a bunch with 
their biting. The cat had retreated 
into a deep rock crevice followed by 
the dogs where the melee continued. 
As I caught up to the group, Carl 
had grabbed one of the dogs by the 
legs and drag her out as she was 
wedged in tight facing the cat. Finally 
they got all the dogs out and under 
control. The cat was in a crevice 
where it was lying dead on its back, in 
a depression with only his two front 
legs and muzzle in sight. 

We all took a turn at trying to get 
the cat out but to no avail. Finally, 
using a tree branch with a hook 
on it to retrieve the cat, Carl was 
successful. He held him up by the 
scruff of the neck and we are all 
jubilant. Everyone was breathing 
a sigh of relief; handshaking and 
congratulations all around. 

Carl placed the genet up on a large 
flat boulder which presented a great 
background for photography. I got 
into position with the cat laid out, tail 
dangling in the breeze. As always, we 
took many photos and repositioned 
the cat to show his colorful back 
markings. I was holding him by the 
throat with him stretched along my 
arm extended with his tail flowing in 
the breeze. With the photo session 
completed we started to work our way 
down through the boulders. 

Back at the truck as we rehydrated 
we chatted a bit. I said “oh crap, I left 
my hat and glasses up on the side of 
the mountain where we were taking 
photos.” Innocent went back up the 

mountain to retrieve them – a good 
tip well earned coming his way. 

Afterwards we returned to camp, had 
a nice lunch and Carl went off to take 
a good long nap that he had earned. 
Normally we would have gone out 
hunting in the afternoon for the 
warthog but we called it a good day 
as we retrieved the genet cat. At the 
evening campfire, I enjoyed a good 
glass of wine or two while savoring 
the safari experience. 

Day 10

 Today our goal is to go find a warthog 
or steenbok. I was up and ready to go 
by 6:30 after a good night’s sleep. We 
had a quick breakfast and then we 
were on the road. We had such spirited 
conversation that I’m not sure how 
long it took to drive to Carl’s ranch! 

We entered Carl’s property at a corner 
gate then drove on until we came to 
one of Carl’s neighbor’s properties 
where we passed through another gate 
and found a place to park the truck. 
We went on a walk looking for a good 
steenbok to add to our hunting bag. 
Slowly walking through a relatively 
open bushveld, a duiker female, leaps 
from its bed and sprints off. Making a 
wide sweep of the paddock on our way 
back to the truck we spied a female 
warthog with one young, they were 
very near the waterhole. 

Back at the truck we road-hunted 
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several additional paddocks but didn’t 
see any game. Now, at mid-morning, 
it’s time to start seriously hunting 
for a warthog. Knowing Carl’s 
neighbor’s property has a large water 
hole we go to explore for a location 
to build a blind. The north end of the 
water hole will be the best location 
considering the prevailing winds. 

Carl goes to work with a machete 
chopping branches which have 2” 
spines from an acacia thorn bush. 
Innocent pulls the thorny branches 
aside as Carl chops away. I crawl 
into the thicket, picking up branches 
and moving them aside, then moved 
to the outside of the blind to help 
Innocent pull out the larger branches, 
tossing them into a pile. I spilled 
some blood, and got spines in my 
fingers and arms requiring minor 
surgery with a pocket knife and a pair 
of tweezers to get out those that were 
most bothersome; that goes with the 
territory! It looks good from the front 
end and inside looking out through 
the shooting windows. 

Now we have reasonably good 
coverage of the waterhole and 
predict they will come in from our 
left side. Innocent drives the truck 
out of sight and waiting begins. I 
fidget a bit setting up the shooting 
sticks, sighting the rifle within the 
shooting zones.

Scanning the banks for warthog my 

attention drifts to observing what’s 
going on around us. The water hole 
is teeming with life. I check out a 
pair of grebes on the water with my 
binoculars where they’re diving to 
the bottom of the pond for aquatic 
vegetation then come popping up 
like little corks. There are finches 
coming in to perch in thorn bushes, 
some drop-down to a little pool 
water, splashing water is spraying 
everywhere, looks like they’re having 
a really good time bathing. Large 
black and white shorebirds with 
long bills and legs alight on the mud 
banks, walking off into the water 
poking their bills down into the muck 
searching for invertebrates. 

Back to focusing on warthogs, but 
there are none in sight. There’re 
so many different species of birds 
that I’ll have to research their 
identification when I get back to 
the USA. Four different species 
of butterfly come in landing on 
the muddy shores, extending their 
proboscis to suck up moisture. But 
still no warthogs. 

My mind continues to wander as it 
does when just sitting in a blind. Carl 
touched me on the shoulder and 
whispers “there’s a female warthog 
with young off to our left.” I can 
barely see their outline through the 
screening bush. I’m a bit fidgety 
sitting but time seems to be moving 
rapidly as a lot of interesting wildlife 
surrounds me. 

Taking in the building cloud 
movements and brightness of the sky, 
I’m glad I’m wearing dark polarized 
sunglasses. Casually staring off to my 
left a warthog walks to the waterline 
and stands looking off across the 
water. About then Carl glances up 
from his phone, realizes we have 

company! The warthog turns its head 
to face the blind, seems a bit nervous 
that something is out of place and 
turns back broadside. I am thinking 

“is it male or female?” It has 3 inch 
tusks and light-colored hair chops 
more cream-colored than white, I 
come to the conclusion that it is a 
mature male with a smallish tusk. 

Carl whispers that he has a small 
tusk but has a nice skate, just what 
I’m looking for. The warthog walks 
into the water and rolled onto his 
side rocking to and fro to cool off 
in the water. I start moving the rifle 
into position very slowly getting it 
on to the shooting sticks. He notices 
the movement and comes to his 
feet walking out of the water, stands 
still for a moment on the shoreline 
broadside 30 feet away. I’m on his 
shoulders with the crosshairs as he 
walks forward, swinging with him 
ready to press the trigger and it 
comes to a halt BOOM! 

It runs off as the bullet ricochets 
singing off into the distance for what 
seemed like 10 seconds. Carl starts 
following the track, there doesn’t 
appear to be any blood for maybe 
30 feet or so. I start seeing blood 
smeared on the grass about a foot 
off the ground, a bit farther forward 
more blood on the ground and then 
there’s more; it’s obvious that he’s 
bleeding profusely. 

Carl turns back to me and points to 
the warthog laying in the grass just 
up ahead. Reaching the animal Carl 
bends over and grabs the boar by its 
tusk lifting its head to check it out. 
He comments that it has a smallish 
tusk with a really nice cape. I’ll use 
the cape to mount my previous 
warthog that I took in 1996. 
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Mr. Brad Burkholder has accepted 
the Game Program Manager 
position in the Wildlife Branch, 
California Department of Fish 
and Wildlife. The Game Program 
Manager position is responsible 
for overseeing conservation, 
management, hunting and public 
use programs for game species in 

California. Brad comes to the Game 
Program with more than 25 years 
of experience as a Department 
Scientist, and most recently from 
the Lands Program in the Wildlife 
Branch. In his capacity as Wildlife 
Area Coordinator, he provided 
guidance and expertise for policy 
development, management and 

operation of the Department’s 
Wildlife Area System and served 
as the Department’s representative 
on the Central Valley Joint Venture 
Management Board focused 
on guiding conservation and 
management of wetland habitats, 
migratory birds and water supply. 
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For my last evening, Carl asks if I’d like 
to go to his sister’s house to drop off 
the chairs we borrowed and then have 
a cup of coffee. Of course! Arriving at 
Maya’s house we are greeted by family, 
friends and some Argentine hunters 
on safari. Back at camp for last dinner, 
Peter had prepared chicken fried steak 
with coffee seasoning, sweet corn 
cakes with whole kernels inside, thick 
potato cupcakes, rice with red and 
green bell peppers, onions, peaches, 
chutney, curry with mayonnaise tying 
it altogether, a very tasty dish. And, of 
course, everyone left the table feeling 
very satisfied! 

Day 11

It’s time for that return trip home 
– I’m happy to be going home 
but also happy to have had this 
opportunity to once again experience 
the exhilaration of an African safari. 
Things have changed a lot since I 
was here last; some for the better and 
some not so, but an African safari 
still has to be one of the most unique 
hunting opportunities in the world. 

I know the next local SCI chapter 
fundraiser (February 24, 2018) will 
again have African hunts on auction – 
I’ll have to sit on my hands! I  

would go back with SS Pro Safaris 
without hesitation.

A final note: about half-way through 
the trip I tried ‘writing’ my journal 
by dictating into my cell phone 
(iPhone). This turned out to be way 
more efficient than trying to put 
paper to pen or even type it each 
evening. Much more efficient and 
allowed me to capture so much more 
of the trip. I highly recommend it for 
journaling your next trip.

SHOTGUNS FOR SALE

Contact Tom Mattusch 
(tommattusch@comcast.net)

Right: Smith & Wesson  
Model 1000 – $325

Middle: Remington  
Wingmaster 2 2/4” – $250

Left: Remington 870 Wingmaster  
law enforcement – $350

Far right: Smith & Wesson Model 
1000 full choke, New barrel 
$325

CALIFORNIA FISH AND WILDLIFE NAMES NEW GAME PROGRAM MANAGER
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION (NEW OR RENEWING MEMBERS)
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GREATER BAY AREA FUNDRAISER PHOTOS - DID YOU MISS IT?

DON’T MISS NEXT YEAR — MARCH 2, 2019!
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GREATER BAY AREA FUNDRAISER PHOTOS - DID YOU MISS IT?

YOUR HELP WITH OUR FOOD DRIVE — NEEDED NOW FOR THE ANNUAL WILD GAME DINNER!

Four times per year the San 

Francisco Bay Area Chapter 

donates wild game to needy 

organizations. 

Fish, fowl, or hoofed – your freezer 
can be cleaned out while you help 
others in the Bay area who really 

need the healthy food that  
hunting provides.

DONATE NOW to help us serve 
the best wild game at the upcoming 
Annual Wild Game Dinner. Surplus 
will be donated to a good cause within 
the Bay Area.

Donate anytime by delivering frozen 
food items between 10:00 AM and 

4:00 PM Monday thru Friday at the 
following convenient location:

2596 Bay Rd # A 
Redwood City, CA 94063 
Attn: Dwight Ortmann

DON’T MISS NEXT YEAR — MARCH 2, 2019!
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Once again at our annual 

Greater Bay Area Fundraiser 

we hosted two disabled 

veterans, and their wives, 

who our Chapter sponsored 

to go on the “world’s greatest 

antelope hunt,” organized 

by Hunting With Heroes in 

Riverton, Wyoming. 

Both were veterans of the Viet Nam 
War who had never really been 
thanked before for their service. 
They felt greatly honored and were 
genuinely touched by your enthusiastic 
welcome and loud applause.

This was the third year we have 
honored vets from the hunt at the 
Fundraiser. It’s very important 
for everyone to have a chance to 
meet and thank them for their 

service, and for them to learn about 
SCI and our Chapter. It was a “first of 
its kind” experience for both couples 
and one they’ll long remember. 
The tears in one man’s eyes when 
receiving your applause said it all. 

If you know a veteran who would be 
a candidate for one of our Chapter 

sponsored hunts, please contact me. 
Our special Veteran’s Fund allows us 
to send wounded warriors on hunts 
at various times throughout the year. 
Your donations to our Veteran’s fund 
are also very much appreciated! 

(See form below)

VETERAN’S HONORED AT GREATER BAY AREA FUNDRAISER – BY GLENN CHRISMAN

Any contribution (large or small) will help us make a continue to provide exceptional trips for vets who have given so 
much for our nation. Donate online at the website (www.safariclub-sfbay.org) or print this form, fill in the information, 
and mail or fax it to us with your tax-deductible gift. Checks should be made payable to “SCI San Francisco Bay Area 
Veteran’s Fund.” You may also use your credit card. 

Please accept my contribution to SCI San Francisco Bay Area Veteran’s Fund to support the Veteran’s Hunting program. 

Name:_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Address:_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

City:__________________________________________________________ State:______________ Zip:_______________ 

Phone Number:__(____)________________ E-mail: _________________________________________

Amount of Contribution: __$______   ∏ Check enclosed      Charge to:  ∏ VISA  ∏ Master Card    

Card Number: ___________________________________  Expiration date: _____________CCV______ 

Name as it appears on credit card:_________________________________________________________

 Signature: ____________________________________________________________________________ 

Please print and mail this completed donation form with your check or credit card information to: SCI San Francisco Bay Area  
Veteran’s Fund, 2596 Bay Rd #A Redwood City, Ca 94063. You may fax this form with your credit card information to: (650) 627-7601 

YOUR DONATION CAN HELP US CONTINUE SUPPORTING OUR VETERAN’S PROGRAM

Vickie Halvig, Dan Halvig, Glenn Chrisman, Bill Jeans, Jessie Jeans
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AN ORYX MEAT HUNT GONE WRONG – BY JOHN WARE

One of the most frustrating 

parts of an otherwise 

enjoyable African safari is 

the inability to bring the 

meat home. Who wouldn’t 

want to share a taste of 

African animals with friends 

and family? Most hunters 

are conscientious carnivores. 

So I’ve been putting in for 

an oryx tag in New Mexico 

since I discovered the ‘game’ 

for points, tags, out-of-state 

hunting, etc. 

As part of playing that game, 
I’ve looked to publications and 
experts who would do the hard-
work of analyzing options and 
recommending the “best tags” for 
me. So, thanks to the Huntin’ Fool 
publication, the New Mexico tag I 
pursued for years was for McGregor 
Range on the White Sands Military 
Base. I had a vague understanding 
that this was on a military installation 
of some sort, but since the odds 
were so bad, I invested little to no 
additional time or energy in learning 
more about it.

In some states you can manage your 
hunt schedule by putting in for “points 
only”, which will increase your odds 
in the future, but avoid any chance of 
drawing a tag for a given year. You can 
sometimes pick tags you know you will 
draw, or know you won’t draw, which 
is also helpful for managing how 
much time and money you can invest 
in hunting in a given season. 

Unfortunately New Mexico has no 
points system, and instead gives a 
straight, small random chance every 
year. For 2017, Huntin’ Fool predicted 
the draw odds of this hunt for non-
residences at 2%. You could triple 
your odds by applying with an outfitter, 
but I hadn’t pursued that option. As 
luck would have it, I drew a tag for my 
first choice. You can have up to three 
choices; mine were ORX1-226, ORX1-
106, ORX1-108. Once your name is 
drawn you ‘win’ if any of your choices 
haven’t been filled yet. ORX1-226 was 
my first choice; per Huntin’ Fools 
guidance that it was the “best” unit.

As our fall schedule came together, 
we had an embarrassment of riches 
in the form of hunt opportunities for 
bison in Alaska, California deer, and 
two Oregon muzzleloader deer tags 
plus a South American hunt and a 
moose hunt in BC that had already 
been planned! We had to reschedule 
the moose hunt for 2018 just to not 
have completely overlapping season 
dates. The bison hunt was first in 
October, and the oryx hunt would be 
last in December. 

At the time of the drawing the hunt 
was scheduled for December 1 and 
2. There was a TON of paperwork 
coming from the New Mexico Fish 
and Game, with numerous hoops 
to jump through to make it onto the 
military facility for the hunt. I did note 
that once amongst the dozens of pages 
of information it was mentioned that 
the hunt dates may change, or the 
hunt could be cancelled if military 
exercises interfered, as an active 
military facility armed forces exercises 
rightly take priority. 

And so it happened that in mid 
November I received a notice that the 
hunt dates were moved to December 
15 and 16. This pushed hard up 
against pre-arranged Christmas 
travel plans. That coupled with 24+ 
hours of driving in each direction 
over several days to get to and from 
New Mexico, led us to decide that 
while we couldn’t “throw away” the 
1 in 50 odds of drawing this tag (not 
to mention the significant non-
refundable tag cost of over $1,500), 
we would take the first legal animal 
and hope to conclude the hunt in 
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hours rather than days, so that we 
could get an early start home with a 
cooler full of meat.

We had booked a guide through a 
contact made on last years elk hunt in 
New Mexico and let our guide, Calvin, 
know ahead of time, and throughout 
the hunt, that we would be happy 
with any legal mature animal.  It 
could be a bent horn, one horn, or 
an average size female. We were in it 
for the meat and the fun, and didn’t 
need another trophy oryx to shoulder-
mount as we had three from Africa.

Huntin’ Fool indicated that “The 
McGregor Range has a smaller 
population, and it can be more 
difficult to locate and track down 
bulls here.“ with harvest odds around 
50% from year to year. Based on my 
experiences on the hunt, with an “Any 
Oryx” tag, hunters who don’t harvest 
are bad shots, don’t glass, or don’t 
hunt at all. Maybe locals, who get 
the lion’s share of the tags and don’t 
have the significant tag cost or travel 
investment, don’t put in the effort. 
There are definitely plenty of oryx 
running around if you look for them.

We arrived a day early, and spent 
several hours at numerous 
checkpoints and Visitor Control 
Centers (VCCs) turning in 
numerous forms to register weapons, 
vehicles, hunter, and recreational 
non-hunting companions. Some 
registration was done in Texas (El 
Paso) despite this being a New 
Mexico hunt. Then we met with 
the local Fish & Game, and military 
police, for final weapons checks, 
paperwork inspection, and a safety 
briefing at the entrance to the range. 

After the safety briefing where we 
were warned about Unexploded 

Ordnance (UXO), and the many ways 
in which we could trip up and cause 
our hunt to be ended immediately 
as we were escorted off the range, 
we drove around for a few hours to 
learn the roads, in anticipation of a 
predawn start the next morning.

Rather than arriving when the check 
point opened at 5AM only to drive by 
animals we couldn’t see, we decided to 
enter the range at legal shooting hours 
(6:30AM). We were lucky to have 
a skilled guide with good glass and 
glassing skills, as the brush made it 
easy for the oryx to hide, and they were 
only in occasional small groups of 1 to 
5, not the large herds that we expected. 

We drove a few roads, stopping at high 
points to glass. Pretty quickly we had 
a small group spotted and headed 
out on a 1-2 hour stalk. We found the 
animals in the brush, and got within 
300 yards. As we moved in to get to a 
more comfortable range, they started 
to get nervous and get up. Apparently 
other hunters about 500 yards away 
got their attention, as we were out of 
sight, plenty quiet, and down wind 
from them. The other hunters decided 
to take a shot past us (wearing our 
mandatory hunter-orange vests and 
hats) into the group, and managed to 

get an animal down. At that point, that 
stalk was up, and we hiked back to the 
truck. This is public land hunting at 
it’s best — 25 hunt groups with only 
two days to hunt!

Luckily there were plenty of oryx out 
there. Bev spotted a group of five that 
were quite a distance away, but had 
a good bull in it so discussed how 
to get ahead of them. The NMF&G 
biologist had recommended an app 
that Calvin had and he mapped 
out a road plan. But we figured out 
they would be gone by the time we 
got there so started off a different 
direction to perhaps catch up to them.

Then we spotted one cow a few 
hundred yards off the road. I could 
have shot at her from the truck (2 feet 
touching the road per regulations), 
but it didn’t feel right, so I passed. 
We moved ahead, got out and put a 15 
minute stalk on her, but she figured 
out what was going on and cut back 
across the road within 30 yards of the 
truck while we were still pushing into 
the undergrowth.

Back in the truck, a few more roads 
and ‘two-tracks,’ and we found 
another cow — or perhaps the same 
one — in the road. 

We expected her to head into the 
brush immediately, but instead she 
tried to outrun us on the road. We 
kept driving slower and slower 
hoping she would jump off the 
road so we could bail out and take a 
shot. After maybe 3-4 minutes and 
about a mile and a half, she finally 
headed into the brush at a Y in the 
road. Apparently she wasn’t winded 
at all, because within the few seconds 
it took us to bail out of the truck she 
was only a spec on the horizon, and 
despite a good jogging effort to catch 
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up to her, she disappeared into a draw 
never to be seen again.

More driving and glassing. Then 
we got eyes on a bull settled down 
into the brush, with his horn-bases 
shining in the sun like metal. He was 
on a slope with a commanding view, 
in the middle of a large area with no 
close roads, and seemed to be looking 
right at us from a mile away. We 
couldn’t really judge him even with 
a spotting scope due to the glinting 
sun, but I was happy to put in the 
walk and stalk to take a closer look. It 
had warmed into the 60s from our 
early morning in the teens, and we 
almost worked up a sweat in the next 
half-hour as we drew closer. 

At 245 yards he got nervous and stood 
up; it was now or never. As I edged 
out from behind a large bush and 
quickly got the sticks up and him in 
the scope, it was clear to me that he 
was an above average bull. 

The first shot was poor, and a hurried 

following shot at 500 yards just 
cleared his back. That was the final 
look he gave us as he headed for deep 
cover. We had a tense 15 minutes 
diving into the brush where we had 
first found him, looking for tracks 
or sign. We followed a bulls track for 
another 10 minutes, before finding 
a few drops of blood to confirm that 
it was our bull. I’ll give full credit 
to Calvin for managing to keep us 
oriented and locate the tracks, as there 
was a ton of oryx sign everywhere.

We continued to follow at a jog, as we 
hadn’t seen the bull bed, and they are 
notorious for “not stopping” after a 
poor hit. We came up over the edge 
of a draw, and Calvin spotted horn 
tips. A practiced routine of setting 
up shooting sticks and getting ready 
turned quickly into panicked “drop 
the sticks and shoot” scenario, as 
he stood and prepared to bolt. This 
shot at about 60 yards was true, later 
proven to blow out the top half of his 
heart. He went less than 5 yards, and 

was down for the final time.

He died down in a hole, in dense 
brush, but Calvin and I agreed 
that an exceptional bull deserved 
good photos, so made the effort to 
move him up into the sun for some 
pictures with the endless blue New 
Mexico sky in the background. As we 
went about the usual chores getting 
ready for the pack out back to the 
truck (the nearest road being about 
a mile away, and no off-roading 
allowed), I teased Calvin about his 
bad field judging skills. We were only 
looking for “a representative mature 
animal for meat”, and end up with 
the beautiful, exceptional trophy. Over 
39” in the longer horn, and bases 
almost eight inches in circumference.

In between the truck and downed 
oryx, Calvin spotted a well formed 
native Indian arrowhead lying on the 
ground. One thing I was sure of, was 
that that arrowhead had never been 
fired at an oryx. Although I appreciate 
the need to protect native species 
and understand how introduced 
species present a whole host of risks, 
none-the-less I’m grateful for the 
oryx being introduced to New Mexico 
in 1969. As always, I’m grateful 
for Bev’s willingness to go along on 
these crazy adventures, whether she 
is shooting or not. She always does 
a great job spotting and she even 
packed out the liver and back straps!
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Annua l Ga me Awa rd s & 
 W il d Ga me B a n q ue t

San Francisco Bay Area Chapter 
Safari C lub International

 
Social Hour and Hors d’oeuvres 4:00 to 5:00

Gourmet Wild Game Buffet 5:00 to 6:30
Big Game Awards 6:30 to 7:30

Auction & Raffle to follow
Dress: Casual

To donate wild game or fish, please drop off between 9am and 4pm at:
2596 Bay Road, Ste A, Redwood City, CA 94063 or call (650) 364-8141

REGISTER ONLINE by visiting www.safariclub-sfbay.org

For Reservations:  Phone/Fax: 650-627-7601
email:  bev@safariclub-sfbay.org

 
$65.00 donation per person / $40 youth under 15 / Free under 5

   Mail check payment to:  
 SCI-SF Bay Area Wild Game Dinner, 2596 Bay Road Ste A, Redwood City, CA 94063
  
 For credit card payment   Fax to: 650-627-7601     Email to: bev@safariclub-sfbay.org
 
 Visa____ MasterCard____  
 Exp. date________________      Card#______________________________________ 
 Name________________________________________ Card CCV: _________________ 
 Address_______________________________________ Phone: ___________________ 
 City__________________________ Zip____________

Please list names of people attending dinner:
_____________________________              _____________________________
_____________________________              _____________________________
_____________________________              _____________________________
_____________________________              _____________________________

Sunday, May 20, 2018 
Three Flames Restaurant

1547 Meridian Avenue  
San Jose, CA  95125

408-269-3133
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WILD GAME DINNER & 
 BIG GAME AWARDS BANQUET

May 20, 2018

4:00 PM

Three Flames Restaurant, 157 Meridian Avenue, San Jose

WILD GAME AWARDS QUALIFICATIONS:

1. Trophies must have been taken in the calendar year 2017.
2. All big game species listed in the SAFARI CLUB INTERNATIONAL BOOK OF RECORDS are 

eligible for entry
3. There is NO minimum score to qualify.
4. Each entry will be judged based on the photo alone.  The hunter may also submit a scoring sheet.  
 If you wish to have the trophy scored you can submit the results; SCI scoring is most preferred. 
 Scoring is NOT required. 

 » All entries for the awards will be judged based on their unique attributes including difficulty of hunt, 
type of firearm, number of entries, and hunter experience.

 » Awards for fish will be based on species, line used, size and/or length 
5. Awards will be presented for the following categories: NORTH AMERICA, AFRICA, 

INTERNATIONAL NON-AFRICA, EXOTICS and SELF-GUIDED, and JUNIORS plus others 
determined by the Wild Game Awards committee.

6. No award fee is required; however, attendance at the WILD GAME AWARDS BANQUET is 
required. Banquet reservations are on a first come, first served basis. Banquet fee is $65 per person 
and $40 per junior under 15.  The club will pay for the first two awards; any other awards beyond 
two will be the responsibility of the awardee.

7. A PDF or JPEG file of your photo/form must accompany each entry. Images can be made from your 
photo for $7.50 per photo if submitted with entry. Photos will not be returned.  All materials can be 
submitted electronically to: bev@safariclub-sfbay.org.

JUDGING AND SCORING
All entries must be received by April 30, 2018 to bev@safariclub-sfbay.org or by 
US mail to Rob Lawson, Wild Game Awards, 2596 Bay Road #A, Redwood City, 
Ca 94063

If you have any questions or would like to help with the Awards committee call

Rob Lawson (650) 504-3400

 SCI office phone/fax (650) 627-7601
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SCI SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA CHAPTER 
NOMINATION FORM:

As a member of the SCI San Francisco Bay Area Chapter I wish to nominate the following:

 Sportsman of the Year:______________________________________________ 

 Member of the Year________________________________________________

 Lioness of the Year_________________________________________________

Comments: (Why you feel this member should have this Award) 

_________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________

 

 Your Name________________________________________________________

(Must be a chapter member in good standing at least two years prior 

to the nomination)

Return to 

Rob Lawson, Wild Game Awards, 2596 Bay Rd Ste A, Redwood City, CA 94063

Or e-mail: bev@safariclub-sfbay.org

No later than April 30, 2018
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LEGISLATIVE UPDATE – BY BILL GAINES

On the Federal Front…

The SFBA Chapter is participating in 
an effort on Capitol Hill to seek the 
introduction of federal legislation 
which would move the recently 
created Castle Mountains National 
Monument into the Mojave National 
Preserve. The Castle Mountains 
National Monument was created 
by Presidential Proclamation 
in February 2016 by President 
Obama, with all hunting within its 
boundaries subsequently prohibited 
in Monument’s management plan. 
The move of Castle Mountains 
Monument into the Mojave National 
Preserve would not only reestablish 
public hunting opportunity, but also 
provide for improved coordination 
between the State of California 
and federal agencies on the 
research, enhancement and active 
management of wildlife and their 
habitats within the Castle Mountains. 

California State Legislature News

AB 2670 - Free Hunting Days  
This bill would require the DFW 
director to set aside one “free 
hunting” day during the spring 
hunting season and one in the fall 
hunting season. 

The unlicensed hunter must be 
accompanied by a licensed hunter 
who has held a valid hunting license 
for at least the last three consecutive 
years. The individual who is 
accompanying the unlicensed hunter 
would have to be 21 years of age or 
older and could only accompany one 
unlicensed hunter at a time.

The unlicensed hunter must have 
successfully completed the Hunter 
Safety Course and must carry their 

certificate of hunter safety as well as 
any required tags/report cards for the 
hunt. 

This bill will give a needed boost 
to R3 (recruitment, retention, and 
reactivation) efforts in the state. (For 
more on R3 see www.cahss.org) 

AB 3117 – Hunting: Nonlead 
Ammunition: Temporary Suspension 
This bill would provide hunters 
with critically needed relief from 
the nonlead ammunition for all 
hunting statewide – should nonlead 
ammunition prove to be unavailable. 

In 2019 California will become the 
only state in the nation to require the 
use of nontoxic loads statewide, for 
any purpose and is now the only state 
which prohibits the direct internet/
mail order of ammunition, and 
substantially restricts the over-the-
counter/out-of-state purchase of 
ammunition by California residents. 

With California only representing 
only a small market share of 
ammunition demand nationwide, 
the production of non-toxic loads – 
even in the most common calibers 

– will be understandably limited 
by manufacturers, and likely non-
existent in many others. If required 
loads are not available, California’s 
ranchers and farmers will be unable 
to address depredation concerns, and 
hunters will be kept out of the field.  

AB 2151 – Hunting: Antelope, Elk, 
Wild Pig, Bear, and Bighorn Ram 
Tags - Resident Apprentice Tag Fees 
This bill would reduce the fee for a 
resident apprentice (youth) antelope, 
elk, bear, and sheep tag to $20 and 
a resident apprentice wild pig tag to 
$10. The bill would also prohibit any 

future adjustment of those fees. AB 
2151 would not make any changes to 
the cost of an apprentice deer tag. 

Existing law does not distinguish 
between the cost of an adult or 
youth big game tag and provides for 
the cost of the tags to be adjusted 
annually pursuant to a cost index. 
AB 2151 would make hunting more 
accessible to our youth and play a big 
role in the recruitment of young new 
hunters. 

AB 986 – Hunting and Sport Fishing 
Licenses: Sport Fishing License 
Duration/Reduced License Fees for 
Veterans 
This bill would provide California’s 
veterans with a well-deserved 
reduction in the cost of their hunting 
and fishing licenses and offer all 
of California’s anglers the option of 
a “12 months from date of purchase” 
fishing license. 

AB 986 would reduce the fee 
required to obtain an annual or 
lifetime hunting or fishing license 
by 25% for residents of California 
who are veterans of our Armed 
Forces and who have been honorably 
discharged. In addition, the measure 
would reduce the price of a sport 
fishing report card, validation or other 
entitlement by 25% for California’s 
honorably discharged veterans, and 
by 50% for those who have a 50% or 
greater service-connected disability. 

AB 986 would also give all 
Californians the option of purchasing 
a license valid for “12 consecutive 
months from date of purchase” at 
130% the cost of the traditional 
license. 
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HUNTING BRANFORD URIAL AND SINDH IBEX IN PAKASTAN WITH CAPRINAE SAFARIS – BY BOB KEAGY

Last week I had the great pleasure of hunting Branford Urial and Sindh Ibex with Caprinae 

Safaris in the sere Sindh desert of Pakistan. Among many overseas hunts, it was certainly 

right up there at the top. Caprinae had everything well-planned and organized, was very re-

sponsive, and had fine, supportive guides and local staff. Accommodations were in a guest 

house in a Pakistani prince’s compound, and were, as might be expected, very lovely and with 

excellent cuisine. Our January temperatures were moderate and pleasant. At no point did I 

feel the slightest danger or difficulty, other than hauling my 73-year old self up the ridges.

My guide was a slender, cheerful 
fellow named Bilal, with whom, 
together with local staff, I hunted 
Branford Urial on the first full day 
after arrival. We climbed at first light, 
and reached the mountain summit 
at about 10:30. We went to several 
look-outs and promontories, and saw 
quite a few urial, but could not get 
a shot. We went down the reverse 
slope for four or five hundred yards, 
and waited on a craggy look-out over 
a large basin for over an hour, while 
local guides tried unsuccessfully to 
push some urial rams within range.

After a late lunch, we began our 
return down the mountain about 
3 p.m., and had dropped several 
hundred yards, disconsolate, when 
we saw movement several hundred 
yards away. Two rams bolted had 
across a wide side-draw, and our head 
local guide, Rana, told me to get in 
position, as there might be other urial 
moving about.

Soon a group of seven or eight urial 
crossed the shoulder of the side-draw, 
threading their way around boulders, 
and presenting me with a 225-yard 
uphill shot. The guide said to shoot 
the last urial, but as I picked up the 
group in the scope, I saw that the 
big ram was now actually second 
from the end. They were walking 
quickly amongst the boulders, and 

I managed a difficult shot, just as 
the big urial ram was disappearing 
between two boulders. The ram 
dropped like a sack of potatoes.

The jubilation and high-fiving can 
only be imagined, and this success 
surely helped my tired feet the 
remaining hour and one-half down 
the mountain. On this fifteen-hour 
day my diabetes was kept in check by 
use of rehydration packets, a couple 
of Nu-Go bars, plus a small plastic 
baggie of sweetened, dried fruit 
which I kept in my jeans pocket.

My artificial knees also swole up a 
bit, but we nevertheless decided to try 

for ibex the next morning– after all, 
“nothing ventured, nothing gained”.

That evening another guide, Mete, 
arrived from Caprinae’s Antalya 
office to assist and join our crew.

We all left early the next morning, 
and drove across a broad plain, 
toward a high sandstone ridge 
projecting straight up out of the 
desert floor. Our local staff and 
guides were following in a second 
Land-Rover. We climbed over the 
ridge-back and were driving down 
the other side, when we noticed that 
the second vehicle had disappeared. 
Looking back, the second vehicle 
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HUNTING BRANFORD URIAL AND SINDH IBEX IN PAKASTAN WITH CAPRINAE SAFARIS – BY BOB KEAGY

suddenly re-appeared far behind 
us, flashing its lights, and with staff 
hanging out of the windows, yelling 
and waving frantically. Rana had 
spotted a big ibex, grazing behind a 
bush about 250 yards above a curve 
in the road!

We turned around, and drove back as 
quietly as possible, parking the two 
vehicles behind a shoulder above the 
curve of the road.

Walking bent over down to the foot of 
the curve, there was a culvert at road-
side with a fortuitous stone guard-wall 
about three feet high. Hopping into 
the culvert, and resting the rifle on 
the top of the stone guard-wall made 
a perfect rest. I had a perfect sight 
picture as the ibex stepped out from 
behind the bush. The ibex dropped 
at the shot, and although probably 
unnecessary, I put a second shot into 
the ibex, “just in case” (I have NO 
desire to chase a three-legged ibex!!!).

Everyone was simply stunned 
by our good fortune. This was 
unprecedented - an ibex shot from the 

road!! It was about as likely as finding 
a pot of gold. I looked at my watch: it 
was only 7:45 in the morning.

It was very difficult to get to the ibex, 
but the guides soon had the gorgeous 
13 -year old, 40-inch ibex down to the 
road. After obligatory photos, we were 
back to the compound about 10 a.m. 

We returned to Karachi two days 
later, and I spent a quiet day reading 
and resting at the very nice Pearl 
Continental hotel. I returned to San 
Francisco on Emirates Air which had 
impressively good service.

We were blessed with extraordinary 
good fortune on this hunt, but it is 
also true that one makes one’s own 
luck. The Caprinae guides, especially 
Balil and Rana were excellent, and 
together with local staff, made the 
opportunities for success, for which I 
am very grateful.

http://oakstoneoutfitters.comhttp://jpguideservice.com
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From across the road, my Dad and I spotted 

a group of deer slowly making their way up a 

flat golden hill that leads into thick brush and 

heavy cover. We found the biggest buck of the 

group, but we had to get closer to confirm and 

hopefully get a shot off. Not 5 minutes later Tim 

pulls up in his navy blue pick up truck to bring 

us across the rise and into a better position.  

My dad and I belly crawled up onto the edge of 

a hill to get a better view. We spotted a nice 3x3 

buck chasing a doe up the hill. We got as close as possible when my dad ranged the shot 

at 200 yards. The mule deer buck stopped broadside right next to a pine tree 3 quarters of 

the way up the hill. I knew I had to get a shot off soon or that buck might make his way up 

the hill and into the heavy timber. I peered into the scope, and took a deep breath in. “Yup 

that’s the one,” I whispered to my dad. “When ever you’re ready,” he whispered back.  

I clicked the safety off and took another deep breath in, here goes, I told myself.

This adventure began a couple years 
ago when my Dad was the successful 
bidder at the annual Bay Area SCI 
fundraiser, but just 4 days ago I was 
leaving soccer tryouts and driving 
to Reno. I got home, changed into 

some comfy warm clothes, ate 
dinner, and double checked all our 
gear. I pulled out my list of hunting 
gear titled, ‘Wyoming 2k17 Hunting 
clothes/gear’. I started to count off 
in my head, “Sitka top and bottom, 

check. Uniqlo down vest and 
thermal long underwear, check. Two 
pairs of sock liners and wool sock, 
check. REI gloves, check. Tags and 
licenses, check. “Ok Dad I’m good 
let’s get going!” I hollered over to 
him. “I’ve been waiting on you!” He 
yelled back. So we hopped in the car 
and drove off to Reno. 

I truly couldn’t believe it. I had 
been dreaming of this hunt since 
the second my dad bought it at the 
annual SCI fundraiser, and the time 
had finally come, two years later. I 
wrapped a blanket around my body 
and closed my eyes. I woke up to a 
Motel 6 in Reno at 11:00pm in 30 
degree weather. I got my toothbrush, 
mouth wash, and a blanket before 
dragging myself into our small 
room. I woke up real early at 5 
in the morning and drove for 16 

WYOMING 2017 DEER HUNT– BY DIEGO BERMEJO

Firearms sales and transfers and gunsmith services, 
repairing repair most models of firearms. I&S is an 
authorized repair center for Browning, Remington, and 
Winchester firearms.

Official Department of Fish and Wildlife License Agent, 
carring all licenses and tags for hunting including federal 
duck stamp.

Appraisals for used firearms, in-store or by 
appointment, for estate sales or probate only. 
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hours hours until we got to Gillette 
Wyoming. We were just 2 hours 
from the ranch and the excitement 
was building. The next day we drove 
past the ranch to eat lunch in Rapid 
City and stop at a few stores along 
the way. After driving more than 
1400 miles we had finally arrived at 
the ranch on the border of Wyoming 
and South Dakota. All I wanted to 
do was get out there and stalk some 
deer, but dinner came first.

After years of waiting I was sitting on 
a hill with a 280 bolt action resting in 
my hands looking at a group of mule 
deer 200 yards away. I peered into 
the scope, and took a deep breath in. 

“Yup that’s the one,” I whispered to 
my dad. “When ever you’re ready,” he 
whispered back. I clicked the safety 
off and took another deep breath in, 
here goes, I told myself. CRACK! 
The shot went off and the deer had 
disappeared from the scope! I racked 
in another round and looked back 
through the scope and saw the buck 
I had shot at on the ground where it 
stood. In huge excitement I looked 
at my Dad with the biggest smile 
I’ve ever had and gave him a high 
five. “You did it! Great shot!” He 
said. I was surging with adrenaline 
and excitement. That was truly the 
proudest moment of my life. But the 
hype train didn’t stop there, we still 
had a week left to hunt.

Not only was this an amazing 

experience because of the hunting, 
but the people we hunted with 
and Tim’s family were incredibly 
inviting and interesting. I talked 
nearly every night with fellow 
chapter members Glen and Frank 
about their hunting experiences 
and memories. Holly’s home 
cooked meals we ate for breakfast 
and dinner were very tasty and 
definitely fueled us for the long 
days of walking through the rocky 
hills. It felt like family.

Then, sadly our last day had arrived. 
On our last hunt Tim dropped my 
Dad and I off individually. For the 
first time I was hunting alone. I had 
to call the shots all by myself. After 
about 15 minutes of sitting next to 
a rock and a few trees I saw a mule 
deer doe meander into the open 
field I was watching. I instantly 
knew it was a mule deer so I just 
sat and watched it waiting for that 
whitetail doe to pop up. Surely just a 
few minutes later two whitetail doe 
walked across the field. I whistled to 
make them stop as I looked through 
the scope to make sure they weren’t 
button bucks. Once I was sure I took 
a deep breath in and squeezed a shot 
off. The doe fell to the ground and 
excitement soared through my body 
once again. Almost instantaneously 
Tim pulled up in his dusty truck 
with a smile on his face. We picked 
up my Dad and started driving back 
towards the barn when we spotted a 
flock of turkeys making their way up 
a rocky hill. We made a game plan 
to intercept the turkeys before they 
could make it up the hill. My Dad 
and I hopped out of the truck and 
slowly crept around the hill with a 
shotgun in hand. Just as we popped 
up over the hill the turkeys spotted 
us and flew away towards the road. 

We regrouped at the car and initiated 
plan B. We drove toward the turkeys 
and I jumped out just behind them 
and walked 20 feet forward. A line 
of at least 60 turkeys waddled past 
me and I pulled up the 12 gauge 
shotgun and shot the last tom in 
the line. Just 50 minutes ago I was 
looking at does walk through a valley 
and now I’m plucking a turkey with 
Tim. What a day!

As my 4th grad teacher once said, 
“All good things must come to an 
end.” It felt so soon. It felt like 
just yesterday I was leaving soccer 
tryouts and headed to Wyoming 
with my Dad. I couldn’t believe it. 
My Dad and I packed up our bags, 
said our goodbyes, for now, and 
headed home. What an experience, 
truly something I will never forget. 
Til’ next time

P.S. We’ll be back, and yes I made the 
soccer team!
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Farm, Ranch & Recreational Real Estate

CalBRE# 01727574

B&L Long Shot Ranch
642+/- ACRES   |   $2,400,000   |   ELK CREEK, CALIFORNIA   |   GLENN COUNTY 

• 2,860 sf fully furnished 3 bedroom and 2 bath log cabin home

• Indoor lap pool and pool house

• Custom built shooting range that accommodates short & long range weapons

• Varied terrain, from flat pastures to rolling hills, to steep hillsides
• Exceptional water -1,600+ ft of Salt Creek & 3 year-round ponds

• Caretaker home, barn and 74x39 ft metal shop w/4 large roll-up doors

• Equipment and furnishings included

• Fenced and cross fenced

• Possibilities: a great purebred cattle ranch, vacation getaway or a classic recreational property

• Hunting: Trophy Blacktail deer, wild pig, turkey and predator some of the best around

Todd Renfrew, 
Broker / Owner

707-455-4444
info@caoutdoorproperties.com
californiaoutdoorproperties.com
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